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Abstract

In this paper we present our research results towards the detection of violent scenes
in movies, employing advanced fusion methodologies, based on learning, knowledge
representation and reasoning. Towards this goal, a multi-step approach is followed:
initially, automated audio and visual analysis is performed to extract audio and
visual cues. Then, two different fusion approaches are deployed: i) a multimodal
one that provides binary decisions on the existence of violence or not, employing
machine learning techniques, ii) an ontological and reasoning one, that combines the
audio-visual cues with violence and multimedia ontologies. The latter reasons out
not only the existence of violence or not in a video scene, but also the type of violence
(fight, screams, gunshots). Both approaches are experimentally tested, validated and
compared for the binary decision problem of violence detection. Finally, results for
the violence type identification are presented for the ontological fusion approach.
For evaluation purposes, a large dataset of real movie data has been populated.
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1 Introduction

In the age of broadband and next generation Media Internet, digital television
(IPTV, Video on Demand) and streaming video services (e.g. YouTube.com),
the dissemination of objectionable audio-visual content, such as violence and
pornography, become uncontrollable. Although psychological research on me-
dia violence [1], [2], [3], has proven its negative effects on behavior, attitude
and emotional state of children, highlighting thus the need for automatic tools,
to filter out this content, research towards that direction is limited. Some pre-
vious approaches tackle the problem at hand by detecting a limited and simple
set of violence actions and semantics (i.e. kicking, fist fighting, explosions, gun-
shots) mostly in controlled environments (surveillance applications, stationary
cameras, absence of editing effects etc.).

In this work, we exploit medium level semantics, towards devising a late fusion
scheme based on a kNN Binary classifier and further investigate the usage
of an ontological and knowledge engineering approach towards representing
and inferring complex violence semantics. Our overall goal is to compare and
explore the potentials of single and multimodal analysis approaches towards
automatic semantic violence identification and annotation of video scenes,
aiming further at content filtering and enabling parental control.

Content filtering seems the most important application of our method. How-
ever direct application of the proposed methodology either on movies or in
other domains (i.e. sports, news) could enhance overall viewers experience ei-
ther in the sense of personalization services or by automated description gen-
eration. Automatic annotation of existing unstructured multimedia databases,
for semantic search and retrieval services, is another potential application.

The main innovative features of the proposed system, which will be further
described in the next sections, are:

• Extraction of some discriminative audio and visual features, specific for
violence detection.

• Fusion of the audio and visual modalities, using a meta-classification scheme.
• Cross modality ontological/inferencing framework for violence identifica-

tion.
• First attempt for complete ontological definition of the movie violence do-

main.

In the next section we survey the recent developments in the field. In Section
3 we shortly describe the proposed methodology towards violence detection.
In Sections 4 and 5 we describe the audio and video analysis procedures. In
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Section 6, an audiovisual fusion technique is presented for the task of detecting
violence in movies. In Section 7, the ontological analysis for the same problem
is described. Finally, in Section 8 the experimental results are provided and
we conclude this work with Section 9.

2 Related work

2.1 Audio analysis driven violence detection

In movies, most violent scenes are characterized by specific audio events (e.g.
explosions, gunshots). The literature related to the detection of violent content
is limited. In [4] the energy entropy is used as additional information to visual
data. Energy entropy can be used in order to detect abrupt changes in the
audio signal, which, in general, may characterize violence content. Though,
the usage of this feature for violent detection can only be used in combination
with other cues, since it only detects abrupt changes and it could therefore
lead to the classification of a non violent impulsive noise (e.g. a thunder) as
violent. In [5], a film classification method is proposed that is mainly based
in visual cues. The only audio feature adopted in this paper is the signal’s
energy.

A more detailed examination of the audio features for discriminating between
violent and non-violent sounds was presented in our initial approach in [6]. In
particular, seven audio features, both from the time and frequency domain,
have been used, while the binary classification task (violent vs non violent)
was accomplished via the usage of Support Vector Machines. In our later work
in [7], a multi-class classification algorithm for audio segments from movies
has been proposed. Bayesian networks along with the one vs all architecture
has been used, while the definition of the classes has been violence-oriented
(three violent classes have been adopted).

In this work we have used a variant of the classifier proposed in [7], on a
segment basis, in order to generate a sequence of class labels. We extend
this work, by detecting violent content using a meta-classification process,
instead of simply generating a multi-class classification decision. Further to
that, in this meta-classification process the fusion of visual-based features is
also introduced, as will be presented in Section 6.
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2.2 Video analysis driven violence detection

The reported research that uses visual features for violence detection is limited
as well. Most of these works concern surveillance cameras and use background
subtraction techniques to detect the people in the scene [8], [9]. These ap-
proaches however are not suitable for movies where the camera moves abruptly
and there are many shot changes. In [8], a generic approach to determine the
presence of violence is presented. Two features are used, which measure the
average activity and the average shot-length. Experiments with movie trail-
ers show that the features are able to discriminate violent from non-violent
movies. However, no attempt to characterize the specific segments of the movie
which contain the violence is carried out. In [10], three visual features are used,
indicating shot changes, the presence of gunfires / explosions and the presence
of blood.

We extend the previous works, by defining novel features that represent the
level of activity and visually observable gunshots. We also exploit the human
presence through a person detector.

2.3 Multimodal analysis driven violence detection

Although multimodal analysis is extensively examined in constrained domains
like sports or news (i.e. [11],[12],[13],[14],[15]) little progress is achieved on com-
plex movie domains. In [16], a multimodal late fusion approach is presented.
A set of scores representing the existence of every concept (fire, sky, out-
doors, face, etc.) in each video shot is produced from Audio, Visual and Text
models. These scores are combined to form a simple vector that is classified
using a Support Vector Machine Approach. Similarly a late fusion approach
is presented in [17] for event detection. Features from the visual and auditory
modalities are initially extracted and analyzed to generate mid level concepts
(i.e. faces, screams, speech). The logistic regression and Bayesian belief net-
work are then employed to fuse the information and detect the news and sports
events of interest. In [18], high level film-making knowledge is combined with
low and mid level digital video analysis into a state machine in a late fu-
sion scheme detecting action sequences in movies. In this paper, we extend
the previous work, by proposing a late fusion approach, which combines the
probabilistic outputs of the single-modality classifiers.
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2.4 Knowledge-based semantics extraction for violence detection

The knowledge-based approaches, employing multimedia and domain ontolo-
gies for multimodal video analysis, presented promising results in the past in
the medical, sports and surveillance domains. The only ontological approach
towards movie violence identification, was our preliminary work presented in
[19]. Jianping et al. [20] and Bao et al. [21] defined domain ontologies for
medical applications: in the former case to boost hierarchical video classifier
training through exploiting the strong correlations between the video concepts
and multitask learning and in the latter case to integrate with independent
(i.e. multimedia) ontologies towards colonoscopy video annotations. Liang et
al. [22] proposed a video semantic content analysis framework based on ontolo-
gies as well. A Soccer Domain ontology was used to define high level semantic
concepts and their relations. Low-level features, video content analysis algo-
rithms and Description Logic rules were integrated into the ontology to enrich
video semantic analysis results. Bertini et al. [23] developed a pictorially en-
riched ontology and Reidsma et al. [24] introduced an ontology, created from
newspapers descriptions and video speech transcriptions, for soccer video an-
notations. Few attempts appear in the literature for semantic video analysis in
more abstract domains. In [25] domain ontologies and SWRL rules were used
towards reasoning about entities and their interactions in a surveillance appli-
cation. In [26] high-level scene interpretation was attempted, using Description
Logics as a knowledge representation and reasoning system. An ontological ad
hoc approach for video event detection applied mostly in surveillance, phys-
ical security and meeting understanding applications emerged as a result of
the ARDA event taxonomy challenge project [27,28]. Towards creating this
taxonomy a novel language for video event representation was proposed [29].

In this work we make a step forward towards employing ontologies and rules
in such an abstract and complex domain like movie violence identification. A
complete ontological framework is proposed combining domain and modality
specific ontologies with cross modality ontological representation in the form
of SWRL rules. Towards tackling the knowledge generation lifecycle problem
a 5-Step procedure interchanging ontological and rule reasoning is employed.
Moreover, the first violence domain ontological implementation, attempting
to capture violence’s full depth and abstractness, is presented.

3 General description of the proposed methodology

Our research in violence detection aims towards exploiting mid-level semantics
extracted from the audio and the visual modality either in a meta-classifier
or in a knowledge representation and reasoning framework (see Fig. 1). A
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Fig. 1. Proposed Methodology For Violence Detection

preprocessing step tackles the task of temporal video segmentation and feeds
the low level audio and visual analysis algorithms with fixed length audiovi-
sual segments of 1 second, bypassing thus the problem of common timeline
representation. The audio classification process exploits a 12-D feature vec-
tor in a ”One-vs-All” (OVA) classification scheme towards extracting three
violence and four non-violence audio classes. The visual classification process
involves the definition of motion, person and gunshot detection features and
two independent weighted kNN classifiers for activity and gunshot detection.
The single modality procedures lead to a 11-D vector, which feeds a kNN
meta-classifier and instantiate the corresponding ontologies of the presented
ontological framework. The multimodal fusion approach tackles the binary
(violence, non-violence) detection problem while the ontological approach fur-
ther extracts higher level of semantics. In the following sections we further
elaborate on each module of the proposed methodology.

4 Audio Classification for Violence Hints

4.1 Audio Class Definition

In order to create an audio-based characterization scheme, we have defined
seven audio classes, three from which are associated to violence and four non-
violence. The class definitions have been motivated by the nature of the audio
signals met in most movies. In addition, the audio classes are defined, in order
to cover all possible audio events met in a film.

The classes that indicate lack of violence are: Music, Speech, Others1, and Oth-
ers2. Classes Others1 and Others 2 are environmental sounds met in movies.
Others1 contains environmental sounds of low energy and almost stable signal
level (e.g. silence, background noise, etc). Others2 is populated by environ-
mental sounds with abrupt signal changes, e.g. a door closing, thunders, etc.
The violent-related classes are: Shots, Fights (beatings) and Screams. A de-
tailed description of all audio classes, extracted from the audio features, is
given in Table 1.
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Table 1
Audio Classes Definitions

Class Name Class Description

1 Music Music from film soundtrack

2 Speech Speech segments from various speakers, languages

and emotional states. Speech is usually mixed with

other types of audio classes.

3 Others 1 Environmental sounds of low energy and almost

stable signal level (e.g. silence, background

noise, wind, rain, etc)

4 Others 2 Environmental sounds with abrupt changes in

signal energy (e.g. a door closing, a sound of a

thunder, an object breaking, etc).

5 Gunshots Sounds from several types of guns. Contains both

short abrupt and continuous gunshots.

6 Fights Sounds from human fights - beatings.

7 Screams Sounds of human screams.

4.2 Audio Feature Extraction

For audio-based classification, 12 audio features are extracted for each segment
on a short-term basis. In particular, each segment is broken into a sequence
of non-overlapping short-term windows (frames). For each frame 12 feature
values are calculated. This process leads to 12 feature sequences, for the whole
segment. In the sequel, a statistic (e.g. standard deviation, or average value)
is calculated for each sequence, leading to a 12-D feature vector for each audio
segment. The features, the statistics and the window lengths adopted are
presented in Table 2. For more detailed descriptions of those features, the
reader is referred to [7].

The selection of the particular audio features, and of the respective statistics,
was a result of extensive experimentation. However, most of the adopted fea-
tures have an obvious physical meaning for the task of classifying an audio
sample in the particular seven classes. For example, in Figure 2 an example of
an Energy Entropy sequence is presented for an audio stream that contains:
classical music, gunshots, speech and punk-rock music. Also, the maximum
value and the σ2

µ
ratio statistics are presented. It can be seen that the maxi-

mum value of the energy entropy sequence is higher for gunshots and speech.
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Table 2
Window sizes and statistics for each of the adopted features

Frame Feature Sequence Statistic Window (msecs)

1 Spectrogram σ2 20

2 Chroma 1 µ 100

3 Chroma 2 median 20 (mid term:200)

4 Energy Entropy max 20

5 MFCC 2 σ2 20

6 MFCC 1 max 20

7 ZCR µ 20

8 Sp. RollOff median 20

9 Zero Pitch Ratio − 20

10 MFCC 1 max/µ 20

11 Spectrogram max 20

12 MFCC 3 median 20

This is expected, since the energy entropy feature (see [7]) has higher values
for audio signals with abrupt energy changes (such as gunshots).
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Fig. 2. Example of Energy Entropy sequence for an audio signal that contains four
successive homogenous segments: classical music, gunshots, speech and punk-rock
music

Another example of differentiation of the feature values for several audio
classes is presented in the sequel. In particular, we present how the median
values of the spectral rolloff sequences (feature No 8) change for three audio
classes. Note that the spectral rolloff is the frequency below which certain per-
centage of the magnitude distribution of the spectrum is concentrated ([30],
[7]). In Figure 3, the histograms of this feature for music, speech and gun-
shots audio segments are presented. One important observation is that for the
“gunshots” segments the adopted statistic is significantly higher. This is ex-
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pected, since a gunshot is a sound that is characterized by a widely distributed
spectrogram (see spectrograms of a gunshot and a music segment in Figure
5). Finally, experiments have shown that in 96% of the gunshot segments the
median value of the spectral rolloff sequence was higher than 0.5, while the
same percentage was 40% for the music and 48% for the speech segments.
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Fig. 3. Median values of the spectral rolloff sequences for three classes of audio
segments: music, speech and gunshots.

4.3 Class Probability Estimation

In order to achieve multi-class classification, the ”One-vs-All” (OVA) classi-
fication scheme has been adopted. This method is based on decomposing the
K-class classification problem into K binary sub-problems ([31]). In particular,
K binary classifiers are used, each one trained to distinguish the samples of
a single class from the samples in the remaining classes. In the current work,
we have chosen to use Bayesian Networks (BNs) for building these binary
classifiers.
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Fig. 4. Gunshots Spectrogram
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Fig. 5. Music Spectrogram
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At a first step, the 12 feature values described in section 4.2, are grouped
into three 4D separate feature vectors (feature sub-spaces). In the sequel, for
each one of the 7 binary sub-problems, three k-Nearest Neighbor classifiers are
trained on the respective feature sub-space. This process leads to three binary
decisions for each binary classification problem. Thus, a 7x3 kNN decision
matrix R is computed. Ri,j is 1 if the input sample is classified in class i, given
the j-th feature sub-vector, and it is equal to 0 if the sample is classified in
class “not i”.

In order to decide to which class the input sample belongs, according to R,
BNs have been adopted: each binary subproblem has been modeled via a BN
which combines the individual kNN decisions to produce the final decision. In
order to classify the input sample to a specific class, the kNN binary decisions
of each subproblem (i.e. the rows of matrix R) are fed as input to a separate
BN, which produces a probabilistic measure for each class. In this work, the
BN architecture shown in figure 6, has been used as a scheme for combining
the decisions of the kNN individual classifiers. Discrete nodes Ri,1, Ri,2 and
Ri,3 correspond to the binary decisions of the kNN individual classifiers for
the i-th binary sub-problem and are called hypotheses of the BN, while node
Yi is the output node and corresponds to the true binary label. Yi, like the
elements of R, is 1 if the input sample really belongs to class i, and it is 0,
otherwise.

Ri,1 Ri,2 Ri,3

Yi

Fig. 6. BNC architecture

For each sample k, each BN i, makes the final decision for the i-th binary
subproblem, based on the conditional probability:

Pi(k) = P (Yi(k) = 1|R(k)
i,1 , R

(k)
i,2 , R

(k)
i,3 ) (1)

This is the probability that the input sample’s true class label is i, given
the results of the individual kNN classifiers. After the probabilities Pi(k),
i = 1, . . . , 7 are calculated for all binary subproblems, the input sample k is
classified to the class with the largest probability, i.e.:

WinnerClass(k) = arg max
i

Pi(k) (2)

This combination scheme can be used as a classifier, though, in this work we
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use it as a probability estimator for each one of the seven classes.

5 Visual Classification for Violence Hints

The problem of violence detection in videos is challenging because of the big
variability of the violent scenes, and the unconstrained camera motion. It is
impossible to accurately model the scene and the objects within. Instead, we
define classes that represent the amount of human activity in the scene and
use features that can discriminate the video segments between these classes.
The amount of activity is strongly correlated with the existence of violence
as can be seen from Figure 7. The histograms in the Figure originate from a
randomly selected dataset comprised of 25 movie segments each of them with
duration of about 1 minute. The dataset was manually labeled with respect
to activity (high, normal, low) and with respect to violence (violence - non
violence) to estimate the amount of correlation between them. We observed
that most of the segments that contain high activity contain violence and
vice-versa.

Fig. 7. Correlation between Violence and Activity classes: The first set of bars
represents the percentage of segments with no, normal, and high activity which are
labeled as non-violent whereas the second set contains the violent. As can be seen
most of the segments that contain high activity are violent and vice-versa. The plots
are derived from a randomly selected dataset of hand-labeled movie segments.
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5.1 Visual Class Definition

For the visual based characterization we define a label with respect to the
amount of activity (low, normal, high). The ‘activity’ classes are defined by
the amount of human activity in the scene as no-normal-high activity. The
’low’ label contains scenes that do not show humans or that show humans
that are completely inactive. The ’normal’ label indicates scenes in which one
or more persons perform an activity that cannot be characterized as violent
(e.g. walking, jogging, chatting). The ’high’ label, which is strongly correlated
with violence, contains scenes with people with abrupt motion (e.g. fighting,
falling). Scenes with high activity tend to be violent as we validated by the ex-
periment shown in Figure 7. Furthermore, we defined one label indicating the
presence of gunshots or not. The scenes containing gunshots are dominantly
violent. In the following we describe the features that were used to extract the
activity and gunshots-related labels.

5.2 Visual features

The used features can be split in three categories: the first is used to represent
motion (AM, MOV). The motivation for the motion features is that most
scenes with high activity contain abrupt motion. The second category indicates
the presence of people and their trajectory in the scene (OTD). The third
category is used to detect gunshots (MLD, MLI).

The visual signal is split into segments. Each segment comprises several video
frames, and the visual features are calculated on every frame. We average over
the values of each frame to derive the value of the feature which characterizes
the whole segment. The visual features are summarized in Table 3 and are
further analyzed in the following subsections.

Table 3
Visual Features Description.

Feature Description

AM Average overall motion calculated using motion vec-
tors.

MOV Variance of the motion vectors orientations.

OTD Average degree of overlap of the detected people.

MLD Maximum Luminance Difference.

MLI Maximum Luminance Interval.
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Fig. 8. AM and MOV feature histograms. The histograms show that the features
contain information about the activity classes. The segments belonging to the high-
-activity class tend to have higher values for both features. The plots are derived
from a randomly selected dataset of hand-labeled movie segments.

5.2.1 Motion Features

• Average Motion (AM): This is the average motion of the frame. The frame
is split in blocks of which we calculate the motion vectors using the previous
frame as reference. The feature is derived by averaging the motion vector’s
magnitude. The motion vectors magnitude and the block size are determined
as fractions of the frame size so that the feature will be invariant to frame
scale changes. The feature is defined by:

AM =
1

Nb

Nb∑

i=1

vi (3)

where Nb is the number of blocks and vi is the length of the motion vector
of the i-th block.

• Motion Orientation Variance (MOV ): The feature measures the variance
of the motion vectors orientations. The mean orientation is derived by cal-
culating the mean motion vector. Then the variance is calculated by the
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following:

MOV =
1

Nb

Nb∑

i=1

d2
a(ai, aµ) (4)

where ai is the orientation of the i-th motion vector, aµ is the orientation
of the mean motion vector and da() denotes the difference between the two
orientations in (−π, π).

An example of AM and MOV feature histograms is given in Figure 8.

5.2.2 Person Detection Features

Using an object recognition method we detect the presence of people or faces
in the scene. To increase the robustness of the approach a color based skin
detector is used to filter the previous results. The detected visual objects are
tracked to establish the correspondences between them in consecutive frames.
The tracked objects are used to derive a feature that measures their motion
in the scene.

We used the object detection algorithm of [32] which exploits shape informa-
tion to detect people in the scene. The detector uses a set of haar-like features
and a boosted classifier. For the training phase of the classifier the features are
extracted from several positive and negative images. Then for a given image,
features are extracted from several windows within the image at several scales
and are passed to the classifier. The classifier’s output for every window is ’1’
if the object is present or ’0’ otherwise. We trained four different classifiers to
recognize frontal faces, profile faces, full body and, upper body and we run
the detectors independently on each frame. The algorithm results in bounding
boxes containing the detected objects in each frame.

To detect the skin colored regions we use the histogram based method de-
scribed in [33]. Using an image dataset skin and non-skin pixels are manually
annotated and the respective histograms in the RGB space are constructed.
With these skin and non-skin histograms we can compute the probability that
a given color value belongs to the skin and non-skin classes:

P (rgb|skin) =
s[rgb]

Ts

, P (rgb|¬skin) =
n[rgb]

Tn

(5)

where s[rgb] is the pixel count contained in bin rgb of the skin histogram,
n[rgb] is the equivalent count from the non-skin histogram, and Ts and Tn are
the total counts contained in the skin and non-skin histograms, respectively.
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The next step is the computation of P (skin|rgb), which is given by Bayes rule:

P (skin|rgb) =
P (rgb|skin)P (skin)

P (rgb|skin)P (skin) + P (rgb|¬skin)P (¬skin)
(6)

A particular RGB value is labeled as skin if P (skin|rgb) > Θ where Θ is
a threshold. P (skin) and P (¬skin) are the prior probabilities for any color
value being skin or non-skin, respectively. We only need to estimate one of
these priors since they sum up to one. One choice for the prior probability of
skin is the ratio of the total skin pixels in the histogram to the total of all the
pixels:

P (skin) =
Ts

Ts + Tn

(7)

For a given frame the output of the skin detector is a binary bitmap with the
dimensions of the frame and with values one for the pixels that contain skin
and zero for the rest.

To increase the robustness of our approach we filter the results of the face
detection using the output of the skin detection algorithm. To this end, for
each bounding box bf containing a face we compute the ratio:

R =
Is(bf )

Is(bf ) + In(bf )
(8)

where Is(bf ), In(bf ) is the number of skin and non-skin pixels respectively
contained in the bf bounding box. If this is below a threshold Tf which is
determined empirically the detected face is discarded.

The detected objects are tracked to establish the correspondences between
detections in different frames. The detector runs in standard intervals and
each time the produced bounding boxes are used to initialize the trackers.
When the next interval starts we measure the degree of overlap between a
tracked object and each detected object of the same type (e.g. face). If there
is a significant overlap then the detected object is linked to the tracked object.
This way the final output of the system is a set of objects, which belong to one
of the four detected object types. Each object has a trajectory from the frame
where first detected up to the frame where it has been lost by the tracker
or the position of the tracker does not match with any new detection. The
tracking algorithm used is the one described in [34].

The tracked objects are used to derive a metric for their motion. The metric is
calculated as the average degree of overlap over all the tracked objects between
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two consecutive frames. The degree of overlap for a tracked object is defined
as:

OTD =
1

2

[
I t(b)− I t

int(b)

I t(b)
+

I t−1(b)− I t
int(b)

I t−1(b)

]
(9)

where: I t(b) is the number of pixels of the b-th tracked object’s bounding box
at time t, and I t

int(b) is the number of pixels of the intersection between the
bounding boxes of the b-th tracked object at times t and t− 1.

5.2.3 Gunshot Detection Features

A set of features to detect gunshots in the scene have been developed. The
features detect the abrupt change in the illumination intensity caused by the
fire that comes through the barrel during a gunshot. Therefore, to detect a
gunshot with these features the gun should be within the field of view of the
camera when it fires. The features are detailed in the following and an example
is given in Figure 9:

Fig. 9. Gunshot Detection Features. Three consecutive frames of a gunshot are
shown. The frames are split in blocks. The diagram shows how the luminance on
the highlighted block (L(b)) and its neighborhood (L(n(b))) change over time along
with its respective MLD(b) and MLI(b) values for time t.

• Maximum Luminance Difference (MLD): This feature measures the amount
of the short-term increase in luminance in an image region. To calculate the
feature the image is split into blocks. The feature is defined as:

MLD = max
b

[MLD(b)] (10)

where MLD(b) denotes the value of the feature for block b defined as:

MLD(b) = max
i∈h(t)

[
Lt(b)− Li(n(b))

]
(11)

where h(t) denotes the set of previous (history) frames of t, n(b) denotes
the neighboring blocks to b, and Lt(b) denotes the mean luminance of block
b at frame t. This formula gives higher values for image blocks that have
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a large increase in their luminance compared to the luminance in their
neighborhood on the previous frames.

• Maximum Luminance Interval (MLI): This feature measures the amount
of short-term luminance fluctuations in an image region. It is defined by:

MLI(b) = max
b

[MLI(b)] (12)

where MLI(b) denotes the value of the feature for block b defined as:

MLI(b) = min

[
max
i∈h(t)

(
Lt(b)− Li(n(b))

)
, max
i∈f(t)

(
Li(n(b))− Lt(b)

)]
(13)

where f(t) denotes the set of feature frames of t

5.3 Video Class Probability Estimation

Two independent classifiers are used to classify each segment in one of the
three activity and two gunshot classes. The classification of the segments in
the activity classes is performed using a weighted kNN (k-Nearest Neighbor)
classifier using the two motion features( AM , MOV ) and the people overlap
feature (OTD) described in Section 5.2. For the classification in the gunshot
classes we use another weighted kNN classifier using the two gunshot related
features(MLD, MLI). The activity classifier is trained using a dataset of
hand-labeled scenes containing no, normal, or high human activity. Similarly
the gunshot classifier is trained using a dataset containing scenes with and
without gunshots. The output of the activity and gunshot classifiers is con-
sidered as an approximation to the probability of a given sample belonging to
an activity or a gunshot class respectively.

6 Machine Learning - based Fusion

6.1 Fused feature vector

The seven audio class probabilities described in Section 4, along with the two
visual-based class probabilities, described in Section 5, are combined in order
to extract a final binary decision. This process is executed on a mid-term
basis, i.e. in a sequence of successive segments from the original stream. In
particular, for each mid-term window of 1 sec length, a 11-D feature vector is
created with the following elements:

• Elements 1-7: the seven audio probabilities of equation 1.
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• Element 8: the label of the winner audio class
• Elements 9-11: the visual cues described in Section 5. In particular, they

consist of the two soft classification decisions related to the human activity
(i.e., the probability for normal and high activity), along with the gunshots
probability.

6.2 Meta-classifier

The combined 11-D feature vector is used by a k-Nearest Neighbor classifier,
which extracts the final binary (violence vs non-violence) decision, for the re-
spective mid-term segment. The same process is repeated for all 1 sec segments
of the whole video stream. In Figure 10 a scheme of this process is presented.

Fig. 10. Multi-modal fusion process: the probabilities of the seven audio classes, the
winner audio class, and the probabilities of the three visual classes are used as a
feature vector in the binary (violence vs non violence) meta-classification process.

For comparison purposes, apart from the fused classifier, two individual kNN
classifiers, an audio-based and a visual-based, have been trained, in order to
distinguish between violence and non-violence, on a mid-term basis. In other
words, these two individual classifiers have been trained on the 8D feature
sub-space (audio-related) and on the 3D feature sub-space (visual-related)
respectively. In Figure 11, an example of the violence detection algorithm is
presented, when using a) only audio features b) only visual features and c)
the fused feature vector.

7 Ontological Fusion

The ontological approach examined in this paper is a direct application of the
ontological framework presented in [19] elaborating further the corresponding
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Non Violent

Violent

Audio mid−term decision

Recall: 54.12   −  Precision: 76.67
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Non Violent

Violent

Visual mid−term decision

Recall: 10.59   −  Precision: 90.00

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Non Violent

Violent

Fused mid−term decision

Recall: 60.00   −  Precision: 91.07

Fig. 11. Example of all three violence detection algorithms (audio, visual and fused)
for a movie audio stream. The gray line corresponds to the true class labels over
time. Also, for each case, the precision and recall rates are presented (computed
on a mid-term basis: for example, as explained in the next Paragraph, mid-term
based precision is the percentage of mid-term segments that have been classified as
violence, and are indeed violence).

ontologies and the inferencing procedure. Deploying such an approach in a
violence identification application does not aim towards boosting the overall
detection accuracy, but towards extracting higher level of semantics and de-
tailed descriptions of the movie at hand. According to the ontological method-
ology (Fig.12), visual (Section 5) and audio analysis steps (Section 4) apply
on one second audiovisual segments extracting thus violent clues, objects and
primitive events/actions. The produced results populate segment based indi-
viduals to the corresponding ontologies. Finally the inference process exports
semantics at the desired level.
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Fig. 12. Ontological Framework: low level audio and visual algorithms produce
mid-level semantics for every 1sec segments generating thus proper ontology indi-
viduals. Ontological and SWRL reasoning combined in the 5-Step inference engine
exploit the instantiated model towards classifying segments either as violent or as
non-violent.

7.1 Ontological Framework

The ontological framework (Fig.12) involves the definition of four different on-
tologies, interconnected using common terms, Web Ontology Language (OWL)
property axioms, OWL restrictions and SWRL rules. To optimally combine
multimedia descriptions with the violence domain ontology, the knowledge
representation process has involved the definition of modality violence ontolo-
gies (audio, visual) that essentially map low-level analysis results to simple
violence events and objects (medium-level semantics), as well as a violence
domain ontology that defines the hierarchy of violence concepts and inherent
relationships, irrespective of data, starting from abstract and complex ones to
more simple and concrete ones (shared by all ontologies). Ontological and rule
reasoning combined in the inference engine map sets and sequences of violent
hints to higher level violent events and concepts represented in the Violence
domain ontology, thus instantiating automated violent-specific annotations for
the movie in question. Although the ontology-based fusion approach focuses
on tackling an extensive range of complex violent actions in video data, in this
paper our primary target remains the binary violence detection problem.

7.2 Violence Ontology Definition

Defining the abstract concept of violence as an hierarchy of high level con-
cepts is not an easy task. We had to take a lot of decisions, starting from the
elementary question What is violence?. We may define as violence any action
or situation, that may cause pain, suffering, physical or mental harm to one
or more persons, injury to animals, fire, explosion or destruction of non-living
objects. Movie Violent content in video data refers to scenes that include
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such actions. An effective formal representation of the violence domain knowl-
edge in all its complexity, abstractness and hierarchy depth, to drive violent
acts identification, has never been attempted before. We make a step forward
towards this direction. The ontology definition appears as an extended investi-
gation through observation of violent acts in video data collected from movies,
streaming videos, news and security camera captures.

Fig. 13. Violence Ontology: represent Violence Domain as an hierarchy of concepts
composed from spatiotemporal related objects, events and actions. In this figure we
demonstrate the upper level concepts of the Violence ontology.

Violence Domain Ontology 1 involves the definition (fig. 13) of a broad class
of concepts as a set of related spatiotemporal entities (i.e. actions, events,
objects) irrespective of low level analysis algorithms. However low level anal-
ysis algorithms are not yet capable of extracting the broad set of modality
specific semantics (i.e. guns, swords, vehicles, contextual objects, body parts,
emotional state, simple actions, events, etc.) the ontological definition pre-
scribes. Thus we are forced to constrain the set of Violence Domain Ontology
concepts exploited based on the aforementioned (sec. 4, 5) mid-level seman-
tics. Further taking under consideration open world reasoning in OWL (i.e.
everything is true unless there is a definition that proves is false), we cannot
identify non-violence directly using simple negation as failure reasoning. Thus
in violence domain ontology we have also incorporated the definition of non
violent classes. Summarizing the violent classes of interest are MVO:Fighting,
MVO:ShotsExplosions, MVO:Screaming and the non-violent MVO:Dialogue,
MVO:ActionScenes (i.e. people running, car chases etc.) , MVO:Scenery (au-
diovisual segments not displaying people and with no action).

1 MVO: Stands for Movie Violence Ontology and used as prefix for every element
of the Violence Domain ontology.
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7.3 Visual Semantics for Violence

The Visual Ontology 2 for violence prescribes, in a hierarchical way, a set of
objects/events - possibly related with violence - that low level visual anal-
ysis algorithms may automatically extract. Although a much broader set of
visual objects and events is already defined, for interoperability reasons with
the low level visual analysis step reasons we focus our attention on the ex-
tracted visual objects/events. Thus the simple human visual events (Fig. 15)
and visual objects classes (Fig. 14) of interest (as defined in Sec. 5.1) are
MVisO:HighActivity, MVisO:NormalActivity, MVisO:NoActivity, MVisO:Gun-
shot, MVisO:noGunshot and MVisO:Face.

Fig. 14. Visual Objects: part of the Visual Ontology representing the hierarchy of
objects extracted from visual modality.

Fig. 15. Visual Events: part of the Visual Ontology representing the hierarchy of
mid-level events extracted from visual modality

Visual object detection and tracking from the low level visual analysis per-
spective is a complex procedure producing uncertain results. Although such an
approach is informal (OWL does not yet support uncertainty since the develop-
ment of PR-OWL [35], is still in progress) we have defined the MVisO:hasProba-
bility datatype (float) property to capture and exploit this uncertainty in our
inferencing procedure.

2 MVisO: Stands for Movie Visual Ontology and used as prefix for every element
of the Visual ontology.
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Fig. 16. Audio Events: part of the Visual Ontology representing the hierarchy of
mid-level events extracted from audio modality

7.4 Audio Semantics for Violence

Additional clues, relative to violence, increasing the accuracy of violence detec-
tion exist in the auditory modality. Contrary to visual semantics in audio se-
mantics every class that is defined in the ontology is also extracted from the au-
dio classification algorithms. Thus (as defined in Sec. 4.1) the audio classes of
interest are MSO:Screams 3 , MSO:Speech, MSO:Gunshot, MSO:SharpEnviro-
mentalSound, MSO:SmoothEnviromentalSound and MSO:Fights.

Low level, fixed segment, classification algorithms (sec 4) extract the afore-
mentioned semantics and instantiate the corresponding audio semantic classes.
The estimated probability of existence is stored using the MSO:hasProbability
datatype (float) axiom.

7.5 Video Structure Ontology

For interoperability among the domain and modality specific ontologies rea-
sons the overall ontological methodology demands for a Video Structure Ontol-
ogy 4 capturing video temporal and structural semantics along with authoring
information. In Fig. 17 we demonstrate the core elements of VSO.

VSO:MultimediaDocument: The class of documents containing combina-
tions of audio, visual and textual information. Currently the only imple-
mented subclass is the one representing movies. However this class offers
an attachment point for a broad set of interesting subclasses like streaming
videos, web pages etc.

3 MSO: Stands for Movie Sound Ontology and used as prefix for every element of
the Sound Ontology
4 VSO: Stands for Video Structure Ontology and used as prefix for every element
of the Video Structure ontology.
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VSO:TemporalSegment: Every movie segment exploiting either the audi-
tory or visual modality or both to convey meaning and having some tempo-
ral duration. In our case every movie is decomposed in a set of consecutive
audiovisual segments of one second. The subclass VSO:AudioVisualSegment
serves as the main interconnection point with the low level analysis algo-
rithms. This class and its properties are the first to be instantiated in order
to initiate the inferencing procedure.

VSO:StructuralSegment: The class of elementary structural and logical
segments of a movie. Every movie is a sequence of shots (single camera cap-
tures) and every shot is a sequence of images (frames). Logically every movie
is a sequence of scenes each of one is composed from consecutive shots. Sim-
ilarly with VSO:AudioVisualSegment, VSO:Frame and its property axioms
serve as an interconnection point with the low level analysis algorithms. This
class and it’s properties instantiation aim towards initiating the inferencing
procedure.

VSO:Movie: Multimedia documents containing at least one temporal seg-
ment and at least one Structural segment. Datatype properties like VSO:has-
Title, VSO:hasTotalFrameNumber, VSO:hasFrameRate define the author-
ing information of the movie.

Fig. 17. Video Structure Ontology: represents authoring information and structural
decomposition of the movie (e.g. frames, segments, shots) in question.

7.6 Inference Engine Design

Having the adequate low to medium level semantics extracted from single
modality analysis algorithms, and the corresponding loosely coupled, using
common terms, equivalent classes and object property axioms ontological def-
initions, we have to tackle the issue of fusing and interchanging semantics
from different modalities towards inferring more complex, abstract and exten-
sive violent cases represented in the domain ontology. Thus it is required that
apart from each modality’s ontological description, there is a need for a cross-
modality ontological description increasing the semantic extraction potentials
of our application. We investigate the usage of SWRL rules [36] combined in
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a 5-step inferencing procedure (Fig. 12) with ontological reasoning.

Ontological reasoning is usually performed using one of the existing reasoners
(in our case Pellet [37]) that implement consistency checking, classification and
instance checking services. SWRL (the standard rule language of the semantic
web) written in a form of Horn like rules, can reason about OWL instances (in-
dividuals) in terms of OWL classes and properties. Although manual SWRL
rule construction is a tough procedure, especially for such a complicated field
like violence detection, we use them for cross-modality representation of vio-
lent spatio-temporal relations and behavioral patterns. Since SWRL does not
support reasoning with uncertainty we model such information by threshold-
ing the corresponding datatype relations with SWRL builtin axioms.

7.7 Inference Engine Implementation

In this subsection we will further elaborate on the implementation details
of the proposed inferencing procedure (Fig. 12). Speaking in terms of De-
scription Logic (DL) modality specific, video structure and violence domain
ontologies define the Terminological Box 5 (TBox) of our knowledge based
system. Towards applying higher level reasoning services the definition of the
Assertional Box 6 is mandatory, taking in consideration that inferencing proce-
dure attempts to reclassify individuals on the violence domain ontology. In the
examined field of application the ABox derives directly from the modality spe-
cific low level analysis algorithms. Having the exported audiovisual segments,
frames, events and objects along with the corresponding low level numerical
values and probability results the modality specific and the video structure
ontologies are instantiated. In Fig. 18 we demonstrate sample instantiations
of a visual segment, a randomly chosen frame and an object appearing in a
set of frames.

The instantiated model, essentially captures existing and extracted knowl-
edge for the movie in question. Based on this knowledge a 5-step inferencing
procedure combining ontological reasoning and SWRL rules is applied. Each
reasoning step on ontologies produces new knowledge that is possible to trig-
ger the execution of a new rule set. Similarly each rule execution produces
new knowledge exploited by subsequent ontology reasoning steps.

Step-1: This is the first reasoning service applied on the instantiated model,
and in coordination with Step-2 serves as the initialization step. During
ontology instantiation every individual is subclassed under owl:Thing, thus

5 Terminological Box is the conceptual representation of the domain in question.
6 Assertional Box is the set of individual definitions in terms of concepts, roles and
axioms defined in the TBox.
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Fig. 18. Instatiation Example: object and datatype property instantiations of a
video segment, a frame and a visual object as extracted from low level analysis.

Fig. 19. First SWRL Rule Set

the main purpose of this step is to compute the initial class of every indi-
vidual based on defined TBox conditions, and check the consistency of the
instantiated model.

Step-2: The first SWRL rule set (Fig. 19), composed of 35 rules, is applied.
In this step arithmetic probabilities of mid level semantics existence are
properly assigned with classes of the modality specific ontologies. Addition-
ally instantiation of axioms relating temporal with structural segments is
performed (i.e. audiovisual segments with the corresponding frames).

Step-3: Having new knowledge (i.e. reclassified audiovisual segments) gener-
ated from Step-2, consistency checking and classification services of the new
model are applied.

Step-4: The second SWRL rule set (composed of 93 rules) is applied. In table
4 we demonstrate two sample cases of implemented rules. This is the core
step of our inferencing procedure. Mid level semantics, as inferred in previ-
ous steps, are combined towards classifying every extracted video segment
in one of the violence domain ontology classes. Although in this paper we
aim towards tackling the binary classification problem (i.e. violence - non
violence) the second SWRL rule set is producing higher level of semantics
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Description SWRL Rule

If

?avs is an Audio Visual Segment VSO:AudioVisualSegment(?avs) ∧
?ms is an individual of audio class Music MSO:Music(?ms) ∧
?ha is an individual of visual class High-
Activity

MVisO:HighActivity(?ha) ∧

In ?avs music is detected VSO:hasAudioEvent(?avs,?ms) ∧
In ?avs high activity is detected VSO:hasVisualEvent(?avs,?ha) ∧
Then

?avs is an action segment → MVO:ActionScene(?avs)

Description SWRL Rule

If

?avs is an Audio Visual Segment VSO:AudioVisualSegment(?avs) ∧
?f is an individual of audio class Fights MSO:Fights(?g) ∧
?f is an individual of visual class HighAc-
tivity

MVisO:HighActivity(?ha) ∧

In ?avs fights are detected VSO:hasAudioEvent(?avs,?f) ∧
In ?avs high activity is detected VSO:hasVisualEvent(?avs,?ha) ∧
Then

?avs is a fights segment → MVO:Fighting(?avs)

Table 4
Identifying a non violent (Action) and a violent (Fighting) segment.

by classifying segments in three non violent (MVO:Action, MVO:Dialogue,
MVO:Scenery) and 3 violent (MVO:Fighting, MVO:Screaming, MVO:Shots-
Explosions) classes. Towards creating this rule set we have exploited com-
mon sense logic for cross modal reasoning, temporal relations of extracted
mid level semantics and simplified conclusions drawn from the audio classi-
fication confusion matrix.

Step-5: In this final step consistency of the ontology is checked once again
and classification is performed towards computing violent and non vio-
lent segments (instances reclassify from children to parents) from the one
hand and extended semantics (instances reclassify from parents to chil-
dren) from the other hand. Since the first classification case is straight-
forward we will further describe the second case using a simple example.
In table 5 we demonstrate the definition of MVO:PersonOnPersonFighting
and MVO:MultiplePersonFighting using necessary and sufficient conditions.
During classification every fighting segment displaying exactly two persons
(identified by their faces) is finally classified as instance of MVO:Person-
OnPersonFighting and every fighting segment displaying more than three
persons is finally classified as instance of MVO:MultiplePersonFighting pro-
ducing thus higher level of semantics. In addition following the path from
an instance to the root (owl:Thing) of the ontology a complete description
of the corresponding segment is produced.

MVO:Fighting Subclasses
Definition

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions

MVO:PersonOnPersonFighting MVO:displaysObjects some MVisO:Face ∧
MVO:displaysObjects exactly 2

MVO:MultiplePersonFighting MVO:displaysObjects some MVisO:Face ∧
MVO:displaysObjects min 3

Table 5
Identifying a violent PersonOnPersonFighting and MultiplePersonFighting.
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8 Experimental evaluation

8.1 Implementation issues

The audio classification feature extraction, the multi-class probability esti-
mation processes and the machine learning-based fusion method have been
implemented in Matlab. The visual-related features have been extracted us-
ing the OpenCV library (http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/).

Regarding the ontological framework, each ontology was defined in OWL using
Protégé [38] and every SWRL rule using the corresponding SWRLtab [39].
Pellet [37] is used for ontology reasoning services application and Jess [40] for
SWRL rules execution. Jena semantic web framework [41] is used for ontology
instantiation and synchronization of the aforementioned reasoning steps.

8.2 Scenario and setup

For training and evaluation purposes, 50 videos have been ripped from 10
different films. The overall duration of the data is 2.5 hours, i.e., almost 3
minutes average duration per video. The video streams have been manually
annotated by three humans. In particular, the humans annotated the parts of
the videos that contained violent content and the results of this annotation
have been used as ground truth for training and evaluating the proposed
methods. According to the manual annotations 19.4% of the data (on a mid-
term basis) was of violent content. For estimating the performance of the
classification procedure, the fused feature values (described in Section 6), along
with the respective true class labels (for each 1-second segment) have been
used. Therefore, almost 9000 mid-term segments were, in total, available for
training and testing. However, the evaluation (as described in the following
Section) was carried out on a video stream basis.

8.3 Classification and Detection Results

In this Section the results of the proposed binary classification method are
presented, along with the ontology-based decision method. The results of the
fused classification and the ontology-based performance are compared to the
individual performances, if only the audio and the visual features were used.
In all three methods, the “Leave One Out” evaluation method has been used,
on a video file basis, i.e., in each cross-validation loop, the mid-term segments
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of a single video file have been used for evaluation, while the rest of the data
has been used for training purposes.

The following types of performance measures have been computed:

(1) Classification Precision (P ): This is the proportion of mid-term segments
that have been classified as violence and were indeed violence.

(2) Classification Recall (R): This is the proportion of mid-term violence
segments that were finally classified as violent.

(3) Classification F1 measure: This measure is computed according to the
equation: F1 = 2·P ·R

P+R
.

(4) Detection Precision (Pd): This is the number of detected violence seg-
ments, that were indeed violence, divided by the total number of detected
violence segments.

(5) Detection Recall (Rd): This is the number of correctly detected violence
segments divided by the total number of true violence segments.

(6) Detection Fd1 measure: This measure is computed according to the equa-
tion: Fd1 = 2·Pd·Rd

Pd+Rd
.

Performance measures P , R and F1 are associated to the classification per-
formance of the algorithm on a mid-term (1-second) basis, while the measures
Pd, Rd and Fd1 are related to the detection performance of the algorithm.
Note that a violent segment is correctly detected if it overlaps with a true
violent segment. In addition, for comparison purposes, we have computed the
same performance measures for the random mid-term classifier.

The following observations are directly extracted from the performance results
shown in Table 6:

(1) Audio classification and detection is respectively almost 1.5% and 6%
better than the visual-based method.

(2) Combined classification achieves a boosting at the overall performance
by 0.5% for the classification and by almost 5.5% for the detection mode,
compared to the best individual method (i.e., the audio-based method).

(3) The overall detection method achieves a 84.28% recall rate and a 43.43%
precision rate. This means that only 25% of the violent events are not
detected, while almost 1 out of 2 detected segments are indeed violent
ones.

(4) The ontology-based approach performs better that the visual-based deci-
sion, though, it only achieves a small boosting (in terms of mean accuracy)
in the case of event detection. However, the advantage of using this ap-
proach is that we can extract higher level of semantics using an unsuper-
vised procedure and common sense reasoning. In table 7 we demonstrate
recall and precision results for the ontology based fusion regarding the
Fights, Screams and Shots-Explosions classes. These results are drawn
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Table 6
Classification and Detection Performance Measures

Classification Performance Measures

Recall Precision F1 Mean

Audio-based classification 63.2% 45.2% 52.7% 54.2%

Visual-based classification 65.1% 40.7% 50.1% 52.9%

Random classification 19 % 50% 28% 34.5%

Fused classification 60.1% 47% 53.2% 53.5%

Ontology-based 71.5% 35.8% 47.7% 53.7%

Detection Performance Measures

Recall Precision F1 Mean

Audio-based detection 82.9% 38.9% 53% 61%

Visual-based detection 75.6% 34% 46.9% 54.8%

Fused detection 83% 45.2% 58.5% 64.1%

Ontology-based 91.2% 34.2% 50% 62.7%

Table 7
Violent Event Based Classification Performance Measures using the Ontology-based
approach

Classification Performance Measures

Recall Precision F1 Mean

Fights classification 61.6% 68.2% 64.8% 64.9%

Screams classification 41.4% 33.5% 37.1% 37.4%

Shots-Explosions classification 63.3% 38.2% 47.6% 50.7%

only from correctly classified as violence segments. We notice that for the
Fight class we achieve the best results and for the Screams class the worst.
This happens because for the identification of the Fight class audio and
visual analysis algorithms produce the most accurate hints. Contrarily
Scream and Shots-Explosions identification are not actually aided from
the visual modality results.
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9 Conclusions And Future Work

In this work we presented our research towards the detection of violent con-
tent in movies. We have presented a set of violence-related features both from
the visual and audio channel. For fusion purposes, we have adopted a simple
meta-classification technique and an ontology-based method. A large dataset
has been populated for training and testing the respective methods. The ex-
perimental procedure indicated that the combined classification achieves a
boosting at the overall performance by almost 5.5% for the detection mode,
compared to the best individual method (i.e., the audio-based method). Fur-
thermore, the fact that the overall detection recall rate was almost 75%, while
almost 1 out of 2 detected segments were indeed violent, indicates that the
proposed method can successfully be used for detecting violence in real movies.
On the other hand, the ontology-based fusion achieves a very small improve-
ment, only as far as the mean accuracy of the detection mode is concerned.
However, the advantage of using the ontology approach is that a higher level
of semantics can be extracted without any further training (i.e., unsupervised
procedure).

In the future, we are planning to implement more sophisticated combination
schemes for the meta-classification stage. Furthermore, new visual and/or au-
dio features may be computed, always focused on the detection of violent
content. The visual module can be extended to provide accurate detections
and trajectories of various visual objects that can be used to infer the exis-
tence of violence such as people or weapons. Furthermore visual features that
are capable of modeling several specific types of violence that are not detected
with the more general features used here should be considered. As far as the
ontology-based approach is concerned, taking under consideration that visual
analysis does not yet produce semantics at the desired level (i.e. object detec-
tion, body parts movement, complex and simple event detection), the ontologi-
cal fusion approach result seem really promising for the violence identification
problem. Future work towards improving ontological fusion results involves
from the low level analysis aspect implementation of properly designed object
- event/action detectors and from the ontological aspect formal exploitation of
uncertainty and automatic SWRL rule learning and generation. Towards in-
creasing interoperability with other applications we examine the potentials of
anchoring the Violence Domain Ontology in one of the existing core ontologies
and the modality specific ontologies in one of the existing Mpeg-7 ontologies.
Further exploiting Mpeg-7 ontologies we aim towards automatically producing
complete and standardized movie annotations.
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